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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Notebooks MSI.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041

        The user manual for the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Computers & Solutions  -  Laptops  -  Notebooks.
        


        The aluminum black MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro G-041 Gaming Notebook is a full-sized portable Windows 10 system that packs a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7-6920HQ processor and 32GB of DDR4 of RAM. This set of features allows you to run multiple applications concurrently without slowing down the system. To help you win your games, MSI provides other notable benefits such as a SteelSeries Keyboard with illuminated keys, a Killer Networking Manager, and Cooler Boost 3, which keeps your CPU and GPU operating at peak performance. 

Armed with 8GB of GDDR5 video memory, the dedicated NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980M graphics card delivers detailed graphics with fast frame rates to the 17.3" display. This anti-glare display features a native resolution of 1920 x 1080 and is equipped with an IPS panel that offers wide-viewing angles along with accurate colors. MSI has also further enhanced the display with NVIDIA's G-SYNC technology, which eliminates screen tearing as well as minimizes stutter and input lag. 

This notebook comes with two 256GB SSDs that utilize multiple PCIe Gen 3.0 x4 lanes to provide quick boot times and nearly instant access to your applications. MSI has further enhanced the read and write speeds of these drives by configuring them into RAID 0. It also has a 1TB hard drive, which offers ample space to store your photos, videos, and files. To quickly transfer content from external drives, it features a USB Type-C connector outfitted with Thunderbolt 3 technology that transfers data at a rate of 40 Gb/s. Additionally, it provides an SDXC memory card reader along with six USB 3.0 ports that connect with other peripherals such as scanners and printers. 

MSI has built this notebook with a Blu-ray burner, so you can create home movies on Blu-ray discs. You can also share your home movies online by using the integrated dual-band Killer N1535 wireless 802.11ac Wi-Fi module or the Killer E2400 Gigabit Ethernet controller. For audio, this notebook comes equipped with two 3-watt speakers and a subwoofer to immerse you in sounds. Without disturbing others, it has gold-plated audio jacks as well as an amplifier so you can listen using your headphones. In addition, it comes built with Bluetooth 4.1, a webcam, a microphone, an HDMI port, and a DisplayPort.        
      
	        
        If you own a MSI notebooks and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041:
  Go To
 	Performance
	Display
	Drives
	Input/Output Connectors
	Communications
	General

 
 	 Performance 
	 Processor 	 Intel Core i7-6820HK Quad-Core 
	 Base Clock Speed 	 2.9 GHz 
	 Max Boost Speed 	 3.8 GHz 
	 L3 Cache 	 8 MB 
	 Memory 	 Installed: 32 GB
Capacity: 64 GB 
	 Memory Type 	 4 x 8 GB 2133 MHz DDR4 SDRAM 
	 Graphics Type 	 Dedicated 
	 Graphics Card 	 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980M with 8 GB GDDR5 VRAM 

 	 Display 
	 Panel Type 	 IPS 
	 Size 	 17.3" 
	 Aspect Ratio 	 16:9 
	 Native Resolution 	 1920 x 1080 

 	 Drives 
	 Storage Capacity 	 1.512 TB 
	 Storage Drive 	 2 x 256 GB SSD; PCIe-Based Flash
1 x 1 TB 7,200 rpm HDD; SATA 
	 Optical Drive 	 SuperMulti DVD Burner 

 	 Input/Output Connectors 
	 Ports 	 6 x USB 3.0
1 x Thunderbolt 3 Type-C 
	 Display 	 1 x HDMI 1.4
1 x Mini DisplayPort 1.2 
	 Audio 	 2 x Integrated Speaker
Integrated Microphone
1 x 1/8" (3.5 mm) Headphone Output
1 x 1/8" (3.5 mm) Microphone Input 
	 Media Card Slots 	 SD/SDHC/SDXC 

 	 Communications 
	 Network 	 10/100/1000 Mbps Gigabit Ethernet (RJ-45) 
	 Wi-Fi 	 802.11ac; Dual-Band 
	 Bluetooth 	 Bluetooth 4.1 
	 Webcam 	 Yes
1080p Video 

 	 General 
	 Operating System 	 Windows 10 Home  
	 Keyboard 	 Type: Standard Notebook Keyboard
Features: Backlight 
	 Pointing Device 	 TouchPad 
	 Battery 	 9-Cell 
	 Power Supply 	 230 W 
	 Dimensions (WxHxD) 	 16.9 x 1.9 x 11.6" / 42.9 x 4.8 x 29.5 cm 
	 Weight 	 8.4 lb / 3.81 kg 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 21.4 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 23.2 x 15.4 x 7.4" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new notebooks, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other MSI users keep a unique electronic library
        for MSI notebookss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the notebooks.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from MSI service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the MSI 17.3" GT72S Dominator Pro GT72S DOMINATOR PRO G-041. User manuals are also
        available on the MSI website under Computers & Solutions  -  Laptops  -  Notebooks.
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